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 Bulletin No. 11    Joyous Days Ahead / MONSOON Bonanza 
 15 jul 2014  Rev. No.2                                

Indians are now desperately looking ahead for better/ Joyous days. Our 

Hon’ble Prime Minister had properly made an assertion that “ achhae din 

aanae walae hain” (Good days/ times are going to come). The large public 

mandate has already confirmed the arrival of Good-days for India by 

electing a new government. In fact, Indians should now be looking forward 

to “ Khushion bhare din ” (Joyous Days to arrive). The public expects the 

new administration to work with a rejuvenated spirit of determination to set 

things right & bring widespread relief for the tormented Public in respect to 

every aspect towards a resourceful country. Critics are most welcome in any 

fair-society under democratic rule as they keep reminding the governance 

about their commitments, lapses & other important needs for Public welfare. 

But, the meaning of “Good 

Times” must be well understood. 

If one looks at the illustration 

about our country’s performance 

one would observe that there was a steady decline in the quality of 

Governance, shown by the line dipping continuously from B to C, thereafter 

to D — remaining below the base line, during the period of past ‘Bad-Times’. 

This was a period (B-C-D) when evil had its good days, the negative ones 

enjoyed a nice time with a safe haven and were never accountable for their 

miss-deeds — they thrived at public cost. Whereas, the weak / truth abiding 

simple-folks toiled & suffered to remain reeling under a low profile bearing 

pain and agony due to the dominating effect of foul & inefficient governance.  

Today the situation has changed; the unrighteous will not be able to 

continue with their — those merry-days, as; for them the other days would 

‘gradually’ set-in to make them pay for their misdeeds and instead also help 
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them undergo necessary ‘corrective training’ so that they too could be 

uplifted to enjoy the merits of ‘Real Good days’ contained within an ideal 

society. This is a process of evolution designed by Nature as described in the 

“ Corrective Training” POST at www.divinekripa.in  Whereas, the ones who 

had worked with the correct spirit of Truth & Righteousness with respect to 

their duties & responsibilities during past ‘Bad-Times’ will now start getting 

blessed automatically. Indeed the amount of blessings as a result of such 

Good period now would be directly proportional to one’s past performance. 

Although the curve has now risen above the base line upto about F (shown) 

but much more collective good effort need be contributed to push it further 

up to such a point from where Nature’s blessings could be availed easily, in 

plenty. That is the much awaited time to witness which would result with 

requisite Joys. Work sincerely and have faith in God — that Real-time Joyous 

experience has to get established as there is no other alternate way for the 

curve to travel now onward; it can only travel upward … as explained in 

Bulletin No. 8 ‘Transformation Update’, in the service section of the site. 

It is very much emphasized that a person only has authority over one’s 

performance pertaining to ‘Quality & Quantity’ of her/his work-output: this is 

the only piece of regulator available at our disposal in regard to our 

‘authority to decide & react about’.  This aspect is the crux of the basic 

foundation laid down for human-beings as guidelines contained within the 

domain of human Philosophy. Knowledge & Wisdom are the most purposeful 

tools made available for us by Nature; its ‘positive’ & purposeful applications 

are conclusively & extremely vital for the welfare and interest of humankind. 

Normally, one works to seek & obtain results as desired but when the same 

do not crop up; misery descends upon the agitated mind. This aspect has to 

be controlled. Such person must realize that the intellect of our human-

system is very much limited to foresee. We do not know what is good for us 

at this moment and what is going to happen at the next moment in respect 

http://www.divinekripa.in/?page_id=771#pathwa
http://www.divinekripa.in/
http://www.divinekripa.in/?page_id=93
http://www.divinekripa.in/?page_id=93
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to the outcome of our work. Yet, indubitably whenever work is Performed 

with the right spirit it will always yield good result but — at the right time, as 

an unnoticeable integrated performance of nature which is designed for our 

welfare keeping in mind various aspects as mother-nature can predict 

various cosmic changes and accordingly decide better. Nature is 

exceptionally fair with its process of bestowing reward & destiny upon every 

single human-being wheresoever one may be located, as a 100% error-proof 

design. The more such a natural arrangement is accepted the lesser misery 

would creep-in even though there may be an apparent delay as estimated by 

our wavering-mind due to its limitations, as elaborated in Human Spiritual-

science [HS-s] of the Service section at: http://www.divinekripa.in  Just 

persuade the mind to control & have faith — the requisite time to have the 

right things materialized will arrive. Continue your work with sole objective 

to achieve the highest level of perfection which is possible within your reach.  

Indeed in this New ERA, under process; the ones who enjoyed & prevailed 

during the Bad times with inefficient, foul & corrupt practices would 

experience the difference soon to realize the effect of their past miss-deeds 

and needed compulsion towards change in their work-style. We have all 

gone thru this drill life after life, erred & sinned time and again — both as 

good & bad deeds; we all have to change at some point in our multi life-

cycle to grasp the meaning & requirement of our role & purpose in life. We 

have to first learn to perform righteously in accordance to Law & procedures 

established by us from time to time as a commitment to build a good 

society. Only after one undergoes the course of corrective training one would 

arrive at a better position to realize the difference between good & bad and 

what is expected from us instead of immediately start groping for Joyous 

days soon, as a miracle. [Miracles are possible, but it is better to have them 

occur by the approval of God and one must also be worthy enough for that?] 

http://www.divinekripa.in/?page_id=93
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The good folks now need to accelerate their past good performance to help 

transcend towards higher levels of consciousness, as these good times 

setting-in would be highly conducive for a brighter widespread progress. It is 

only after continuous practice of such established values of life during these 

Good-times for a substantial period would enable one to experience the 

Joyous-days (Khushion bhare din) settle-in. There would be fulfillment & 

contentment towards every aspect of life so as to enjoy the bounties of 

nature within our worldly living, here on earth itself. Even Wonders 

(Chamatkars) can follow if Divine Grace could be more appropriately tapped. 

We have all experienced the past evils of corrupt governance and its 

associated misery thrust upon the citizens of India. Today a new government 

has been elected by the public; give them time to first remove the past 

inertia of foul governance and thereafter render their commitments before 

the public towards meeting every promised obligation. The vital factor of 

‘Momentum’ of past inefficient governance has to be first neutralized; only 

thereafter a change towards newer possibilities in future could be envisaged.  

Also try to understand that the good-times’ period 

as indicated in the Transformation update bulletin  

does not apply universally to every region on this 

planet, at the same time. Each country, section on 

Earth has its own period-cycle running-along, as 

shown. This destined cycle programming is highly 

intricate & varies from individual and /or to a 

group of people too. Only a few period cycles are shown around Earth planet 

although numerous such time cycles are hovering around simultaneously; 

each with different orbital /positional effects that also behave under variable 

influence of numerous celestial objects in space. But, broadly appreciating: 

the collective consciousness /effort of Indian public has today lifted the 

period-cycle/ ‘effective governance’ of India into the region of  ‘Good Times’. 

http://www.divinekripa.in/?page_id=93
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Going back to the first diagram, travel from A, B, C, to F & upward, and 

finally back to A, as a complete cycle; also contains an individual’s destined 

effects as a result of one’s deeds. The limit of upward travel is upto an 

individual to decide with regard to one’s capability & desire i.e. as to at what 

stage would one like to give-up the pursuit for a higher Joy and instead 

decide merging back to one’s origin-source from where she/he had initially 

arrived into this world, long back, intentionally. This is our nature’s play 

where our little world along with the entire cosmos is a  colossal playground. 

The only means available before the public to derive an early relief at this 

particular period in India, is that the citizens must strive their very best by 

contributing requisite effort to enhance such good governance which 

respects principles & laws of Truth & righteousness. Moreover, God also 

demands from the Righteous ones to bring evil-doers to Justice; by this 

action an effervescence sets-in within the cosmic which is highly conducive 

to augment an early arrival of ‘Joyous days’ for all. The longer the erring 

ones are allowed to remain uncorrected, longer would the period of misery 

get extended. God has designed human life like this; the veracity of such 

gospel could be easily ascertained from the past great Epics of India 

(Ramayana/Mahabharata). Even mere presence of the erring ones 

uncorrected within our society is very unhealthy & ‘disastrous’ for the new 

set-up as it would otherwise amount to crediting of their evil /sins by the 

new Government who would else soon lose their acquired credibility, virtues 

and goodness and become a reason towards condemnation. God confirms & 

reaffirms very evidently & firmly that evil-doers must be exposed /corrected 

& the order of righteousness (dharma) be restored. This is why an 

established process of corrective training is incorporated in the manual made 

by the Creator for its creation; whether one likes it or not! Believes it or not! 

The greatest achievement of Mr. Narendra Modi is that he had shown good 

progressive work even during the past appalling evil era — this was not an 
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easy task and this is a reason why such a majority has been bestowed upon 

him, by nature. Nature has already decided to unveil the true face of India 

gradually towards higher platforms and subsequently deliver her before the 

global public as best amongst world standards in every respect towards 

human capability & performance and also to ‘Renew’ our weary planet which 

has been bearing the brunt of our awful burden since a very long time. India 

has been chosen so as it dwells within the core amidst ancient civilizations 

which also has the influence of Spiritual Wisdom in her garb awaiting release 

of its precious Energy by a triggering mechanism, of God. Spiritual-science is 

similar to Nuclear-science; both have potential Energy which must never be 

misused. Unfortunately the former got misused in past and was made 

redundant long back; today it is time to recover that lost science to enable 

humankind elevate in order to breakaway from the present evil clutches of 

misery & stagnation — but under full coordination and harmony with Nature.  

The Spiritual-awareness floating around the world today, especially in India, 

mainly contains ‘peripheral-wisdom’ in the form of information & knowledge 

about ‘Spiritual-science’ sufficient enough to take one towards salvation/ 

redemption. Such commonly available wisdom is of lesser significance in 

respect to our prevailing misery & adversaries as the appalling times faced 

upon our planet and its residents has today already advanced far beyond 

normal human control. Much finer Wisdom & its allied Skill lies veiled within 

the core of such ‘Exclusive-science’ which contains requisite Energy, waiting 

to be unleashed in the most suitable manner to uplift humankind to higher 

realms of Life: containing Joy, hope, contentment and maybe also Wonders.  

Today’s demand has become such that the learned ones instead of the 

routine escape-route of liberation must rather meticulously, if possible; work 

more for this world to bring in greater Joys contained hidden within higher 

realms of nature i.e. to explore more about the possibilities in regard to 

applications pertaining to suitable deployment of latent energy to unveil the 
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‘wonders of the Creator’, let us not quit but instead aspire to experience 

everything available within this huge cosmos with the most earnest 

determination. What will you do after the great escape, has any traditional 

sage visionized the true redemption what I am hinting at? Instead of our 

such longing why not rather sacrifice our last breath towards bringing out 

heaven upon earth to show before the global public — the true meaning and 

practical applications of ‘Dynamic– Divinity’ veiled within, even just for once. 

It is again reiterated that presently there is a large number of residents on 

earth who work with the true spirit of Righteousness/fair-play much needed 

for an ideal civilized society. They do desire to transcend and enjoy every 

higher work of nature but, yet; the opposing force today is strong enough to 

retard the appreciable effort expected from our combined progress in regard 

to quality of our ‘collective consciousness’. This aspect of the pooled-human 

performance which has become degraded/stagnated/tardy within our country 

is posing itself as a major drawback/ threat to our ‘collective progress’ & has 

now  become  a great concern —  as a disgusting enigma before the Creator. 

REVIVAL OF MONSOON (2014) 

One can be successful to unveil and get closer grips with the Rain-showering 

‘natural-tool’ & its associated links, using ancient-science to suitably 

understand nature’s inherent play towards triggering its mechanism and 

instantly recovering the bleak Monsoon in India. Failure of a proper Monsoon 

is a bad omen. The quality of monsoon’s performance is directly proportional 

to the quality of collective human-consciousness with respect to a particular 

region on the planet. Every endeavour must be made not to neglect but 

rather avail this prosperous ‘Natural-Resource’. It is very pertinent to 

emphasize that Monsoon does not only bring in Rain as water but also 

brings-down various important constituents upon the soil which helps 

augment the output of soil in every respect, much needed for suitable 
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extension of ideal human-living & the environmental system. In fact this is 

an easy indication for human senses to observe as a Divine-influx — as 

Precipitation in the form of ‘Monsoon’. Indeed, such precious & purposeful 

sanctification contains nature’s Divine-Energy along requisite precious 

substances that are invisible to our scientific-eye. Divine wisdom is needed 

to understand the wonder of nature’s play in regard to such type of a 

sanction, upon earth. The prosperity of Nations much depends upon the 

Performance of an Optimized Monsoon in their respective regions. Merely 

assuming that it may get restored next year is a vague presumption made 

by the ignorant. An earlier article to this effect is available as Bulletin no.6 in 

the Service section at: www.divinekripa.in to understand how rain-clouds get 

formed and how needed monsoon system takes shape. Monsoon could also 

be programmed for any country /region to occur at the correct time with the 

right proportion needed to bless the soil & environment in respect to the 

‘Quality & Quantity’ of nature’s products* and also bring-in sanctified rain as 

a big relief for public from the Summer-heat  —  using ‘Divine-intercessions’.   

* soil products: crops, vegetables, fruits, herbs, chemicals, animals, 

poultry /live-stock, plantations, minerals, oil, environmental–foresting, eco-

system, rivers, glaciers and several other useful ingredients available 

directly & indirectly within our ‘mother-soil’. Prosperity & economy for any 

country depends upon the output from its soil and not alone from taxing 

public-earnings. Efficient governance must learn the art of obtaining 

enhanced production out of the soil i.e. how to induce more ‘Energy’ into 

the soil and extract more out of it; just as you sow a single grain into the 

soil and reap thousands of grains in return — this is titled as Performance.  

Our country can be Transformed and shaped into a new Resurgent India — a 

Great India using such Divine ENERGY which can also be suitably engaged to 

renew our worn-out planet; under the perfect synchronization, control and 

harmony with/ by the Creator to bring widespread contentment to every life. 

http://www.divinekripa.in/?page_id=93

